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State
 
budget
 
problems
 
cause  CSU  
to 
raise
 fees 
By
 ftiMa 
Shah 
 
Daily 
Stay 
Editor  
The 
recession 
hit home
 for 
California  
State  
University
 and 
University of 
California 
students  on 
Dec. 16 
when
 CSU trustees
 and UC 
regents  voted 
on a 10 
percent
 to 15 
percent 
midyear fee increase
 because 
of state budget cuts. 
The 
fee increase will 
raise under-
graduate state university
 fees by $72 
for students 
taking 6.1 units or 
more,  
making for a 
$1,029.60 total per
 
Semester. 
For undergraduate students
 taking 6 
units or less, fees 
would  increase -by 
$42 to $699.60 per 
semester,
 
accord-
ing 
to the CSU system
 and Marlene 
Trifilo,  cashiering 
services  manager at 
San 
Jose  State University. 
Fees  for graduate 
students  taking 6 
units
 or less would increase
 by $66- to 
$747.60 per semester.
 F:or graduate 
students taking 6.1 
or
 more units, fees 
would increase by $114 to $1,110.60
 
per semester. 
Some students such as Christine 
Dela Cruz said they think the fee 
increase is not a "big deal." 
Dela Cruz, a junior majoring in 
industrial systems engineering, is also 
a 
resident  adviser. University Housing 
Services pays 
her fees. 
"Seventy-two
 dollars won't make 
that much
 difference," Dela Cruz said. 
"Plus, it will help 
students  to do better 
in their classes 
because  their fees have 
been ani.reased."
 
The 
fee increase 
has been the
 first 
for 
CSU resident students
 since 1994, 
when the 
state was 
going  through 
a 
similar
 financial 
crisis.
 It is also 
the  
first 
midyear  fee 
*tease
 since 1982-
1983, 
according  to 
Clara  Potes-
Fellow, 
spokeswoman 
for the CSU 
system. 
CSU fees have been 
reduced twice 
since 
1994. 
Fees were 
reduced
 in 
1998
 and 1999 
when the 
economy  improved 
and stu-
ityan Balbuena Daily Staff 
A construction
 worker from Pacific
 State uses a water 
hose  to help an 
excavator
 tear down a corner
 of Allen 
Hall. 
Moulder, Markham and 
Allen halls were demolished
 during Winter break
 to make room for phase
 I of the 
Campus 
Village  project. The first 
phase  was designed  to 
house about 2,279 students
 and is scheduled to 
open 
in 
Fall
 2005. 
SJSU
 
student
 found slain 
during 
break  
By
 Anne Ward and 
Justine 
DaCosta
 
Daily  Staff 
Editors 
When 
Valerie Zavala 
Wilson moved 
from 
Fillmore,  Calif. to 
San Jose last 
year
 to attend San
 Jose State 
University, she 
brought  with her a 
sense of enthusiasm 
and a determina-
tion 
to excel in 
her academics,
 said 
friends
 and 
family. 
Valerie,  a liberal
 arts major 
studying 
to 
become a 
grammar
 school 
teacher, 
was 
found dead 
New Year's
 Day in 
Fillmore.  She 
had been 
visiting 
friends
 and family
 during the 
Winter 
break. 
Norma
 Jean 
Wilson,
 Valerie's
 grand-
mother 
who was 
recovering
 from 
a 
broken
 foot 
when Valerie 
moved in with 
her grandpar-
ents to attend 
SJSU, taught 
Valerie 
how  to 
drive.
 The 
two  
would
 go to 
lunch a 
lot,  fre-
quenting
 the 
Spaghetti
 
Factory,
 one of 
Valerie's  favorite places. 
"We spent so much time
 together," 
Norma Jean said. "I couldn't 
dnve and 
she was leansing. 
When  she 
first  
moved here, I 
don't  know what we 
would
 
have done 
without
 her." 
Before she left the house, Valerie 
Zavala Wilson 
always made sure to ask if her grand-
mother
 needed anything. Those car-
ing ways kept Valerie connected  to her 
entire family. 
"She was very close to her siblings  
like a second mom," Norma Jean said. 
"She talked to someone (in her fami-
ly) every day." 
With money she had saved from 
work,
 she bought her sisters concert 
tickets to sec New Found Glory, 
Norma 
Jean
 said. 
Kevin Wilson, Valerie's father, said 
she looked after her younger sisters 
and brother and they never -fought. 
"They all got along really well," 
Kevin said. "There were no brawls  
ME" 
He said her relationship with and 
devotion to her siblings is probably 
dents
 were included in 
the benefits, 
Potes- Fellow
 said. 
The  current fee
 increase 
was  the 
result 
of a $59.6 million midyear
 cut 
to the CSU 
budget by Gov.
 Gray 
Davis. 
Earlier this year 
the system 
experienced a
 
$43 million
 cut and 
$22.8  million in 
unfunded  costs, 
according to the CSU 
system.  
This totals up to about 
$125 million, 
which the CSU 
system will have to 
cut from its budget 
of $2.68 billion 
during  2002-2001 
Potes-Fellow explained the unhand-
ed costs include the rising cost of 
health insurance for the CSU 
system
 
and salary increases for the 
CSU  staff 
and faculty members. 
Maribel Martinez, 
president of the 
Associated 
Students  at SJSU, was one 
of about 200 
students from different 
CSU campuses protesting at the chan-
cellor's office in Long Reach the day 
of the vote.
 
She said the fee increase 
See INCREASE, page 
4 
Dorms 
demolished  
SJSU tears down three
 dorms to make way 
for
 
new units scheduled
 to be completed in 2005 
By Lea Blevins 
Daily 
Staff  
Editor
 
Glimpsing 
through
 the holes that once 
contained 
windows in the red
 brick build-
ings,
 people on campus 
can watch the res-
idence halls 
demolition  process and 
see the 
dust 
rise.  
The demolition began
 during _Winter 
break and 
included Moulder, Markham 
and Allen halls. During 
the 30 -month 
construction 
process,  which is in 
its  second 
month, the crews 
will
 build the Campus 
Village, 
said
 project director Randy 
Paul. 
It
 will house new dorms
 on top of a two -
level underground 
parking garage expected 
to be 
available  for occupancy in 
August 
2005. 
Although 
San  Jose State 
University stu-
dents and employees generally
 seem excit-
ed, a sad 
feeling  is present as they 
see the 
demolition  process, 
SJSU
 housing staff 
said. 
"I think before we started
 taking down 
the buildings 
there was a lot of excite-
ment," said Diana Tran, 
community rela-
tions director from 
University Housing  
Services.
 "When school opened up again 
in 
early January, Moulder 
was mostly gone. I 
think some 
of
 the sadness hits because the 
buildings 
are  coming down 
now." 
To help 
mend this sadness, housing serv-
ices are hosting Festival
 of the Bricks on 
campus Saturday from 
10
 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 
the corner of Ninth 
and  San Carlos streets. 
"It's to honor the
 residence halls and all 
they've 
done
 for all the people who 
lived  
there," said 
Susan Hansen, 
director  of 
University
 Housing Services. 
"They were a 
home
 to so many people.
 They're not just 
buildings."
 
The festival will 
include
 free prizes, food, 
raffles
 and children's 
games.  Campus 
and
 
community 
leaders  are 
planning
 to attend.
 
what prompted her 
decision  to teach. 
Linda  Wassal, 
now
 retired, was 
Valerie's counselor 
for  four years at 
Fillmore High where
 Valerie was a 
cheerleader. 
"She wanted to 
be
 a teacher," Wassal
 
said. "She liked the 
little ones. She was
 
bubbly, caring, 
empathetic, committed
 
and cared a lot 
about  her friends." 
Though
 she 
had 
moved  
away
 from 
her high school 
friends, Valerie 
quick-
ly made 
friends
 at her sorority, 
Alpha  
Kappa Delta 
Phi.  She 
chose
 the 
sorority
 
because  the members 
made
 
her feel 
welcome,  Norma Jean
 said.  
"She 
loved  her sorority, 
Kevin
 said. 
"She 
MS
 really big into it. 
She spent a 
See STUDENT,
 page 4 
Western
 
Mexico
 rocked
 by 7.6 
quake,
 
19
 
dead  
MEXICO
 
CITY  
(AP) 
 A 
pow-
erful
 
earthquake
 shook
 
west
-central  
Mexico  
late  
Tuesday,
 
sending
 
pan-
icked  
residents
 
spilling
 
into 
the 
streets
 of 
major 
cities
 and 
knocking  
out
 power
 
to
 
many
 
areas.  
Nineteen
 
people  
were 
killed
 in 
the 
western
 
state
 
of
 
Colima.
 
The  
first  
estimate
 
from 
Mexico's
 
national
 
seismological
 
service
 
put 
the 
quake's
 
magnitude
 
at.7.6.
 
The 
agency
 
said 
it 
struck  
at 
8:07  
p.m.
 in 
Colima,
 
a 
small  
state
 
which  
includes
 the 
port  
city
 of 
Manzanillo,
 
roughly
 300 
miles  
west  
of 
Mexico
 
City.
 
Butch
 
Kinerney,
 A 
spokesman
 
for  
the  
U.S.  
Geological
 
Survey,
 
said
 
sci-
entists  
there
 
calculated
 the 
magni-
tude  
at 
7.8.
 
"There
 
are 
general  
reports
 
of
 
dam-
age  
from
 
the  
states
 
of 
Colima,
 
Michoacan
 
and
 
Jalisco,"
 
Kinerney
 
1 
I. 
said. "Because
 Of the size of the earth-
quake and its 
shallow depth, USGS is 
expecting
 
substantial damage." 
Colima 
Gov.
 Fernando Moreno 
Pena said 19 people were killed in the 
quake,  nine in the capital city of 
Colima
 and 10 others elsewhere 
in 
his state. 
It, 
was  difficult to communicate 
with all
 of Colima by 
telephone,  
partly due
 to 
overloaded  lines, but 
Melchor  Usua Qyiroz, 
head of 
Colima's
 civil defense 
authorities,  
told the 
government  
news  agency 
Notimex that
 the quake 
damaged  
homes and 
businesses  and briefly 
left
 
several people 
trapped in 
elevators
 
across 
Colima.  
In 
Guadalajara,  
the  capital 
of 
neighboring
 Jalisco 
state 
and  
Mexico's 
second-largest  
city,  doctors 
treated 
dozens  of 
people for 
panic. 
 
There were no reports of physical 
injuries. 
State civil defense 
officials
 said that 
a hotel and several 
houses were dam-
aged
 but there were no reports 
of 
massive
 damage. 
"In the state of Jalisco we do not 
have reports of major damage
 and we 
do not have victims," 
Gov.  Francisco 
Ramirez Acuna told a local television 
station.
 
President Vicente Fox ordered the 
military to search for damage in the 
region, which includes remote vil-
lages,  and to offer aid to those 
affect-
ed. 
The
 president's office, 
however, said 
an early 
inspection
 by the Mexican 
Navy  found only power
 outages. 
In Mexico City, people 
rushed  into 
the 
streets, many 
of 
them
 
barefoot  or 
wrapped
 in blankets 
against
 the chill. 
Police cars 
drove.slowly  
through
 the 
streets 
of 
Mexico  
City 
with 
sirens 
flashing, asking 
people  
over
 
loud-
speakers: "Is everything
 
OK?" 
"I felt it very strongly and 
I 
saw  all 
the 
people leave, 
very
 scared,"
 said 
Victor
 Morales, 
46,  an 
apartment
 
building 
superintendent
 
in the 
Condesa
 neighborhood
 of 
Mexico
 
City. "I 
stayed calm
 because
 I trust in 
God."  
Some 
earthquakes
 of 
magnitude  
7 
have 
caused massive 
damage,
 
but  the 
effect of a quake
 can 
be
 
affected
 by 
many factors, 
including  
its
 depth
 and 
the
 
sort of 
earth 
through
 
which  it 
passes
 as 
it
 moves 
away
 
from 
the epi-
center.
 
Mexico City is 
built  atop 
a 
former  
lake 
bed in a mountain
 
valley 
which 
acts
 
as a 
sort of 
amplifier
 
for the 
motion
 of 
quakes. 
including Councilwoman
 Cindy Chavez 
and SJSU 
President
 Robert Caret, 
Hansen
 
said. 
Caret  will operate one 
of
 the con-
struction machines to 
help  ceremoniously 
knock down what is 
left of Allen Hall. 
Sadness
 is not the only negative feeling 
students
 have toward the demolition. 
The 
construction's noise is 
affecting
 the stu-
dents who live in 
the remaining dorms, 
some residents 
said.  
"I can't open the 
window,"
 said Allen 
Ross,
 a sophomore music major who lives 
in Joe West Hall. "It's 
hecka  loud." 
The construction
 crews are allowed 
to 
work Monday through 
Friday from 7 a.m. 
to 7 p.m. and 
during  limited hours on some 
Saturdays.  Some students
 said starting 
construction
 at an early 
hour
 wakes up res-
idents
 
in Joe 
West  Hal whose windows 
face the work site. 
Joe West resident 
Mandy  Yan said she 
and her roommates
 bought earplugs to 
wear, but could still hear the noise even 
when they used them. 
"It was operating 
on Martin Luther King 
Jr. Day which surprised me because I was 
planning on sleeping in," said
 Yan, a junior 
journalism major. 
To help with the noise, Hansen said stu-
dents would be issued earplugs, 
though 
Yan said they had not 
received  any yet. 
Some rooms
 in Joe West Hall are getting 
double -paned glass to help keep out some 
of the noise, and if it proves
 to be effective, 
other rooms will get the 
same, Hansen 
said. Soundproofing 
studies
 will be con-
ducted 
during
 the semester in Joe West 
Hall. 
A construction mitigation team made up 
of student representatives from the dorms 
meets weekly to 
discuss
 potential concerns 
.or problems. 
See DORMS,
 page 7 
'I already told you ... ' 
Kann Hicmin, i)ally Staff 
Yvonne
 
Pingue,  a freshman
 majoring 
in photojour-
nalism,
 and her 
boyfriend
 
Daniel  Moore,
 a 
freshman
 
majoring in 
business,
 share
 a tender moment
 
in 
the  
Student
 Union
 
amphitheatre
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'Affirmative
 
action 
does  not 
guarantee
 
anything. 
Rather it 
opens the door 
or those who 
have  not had 
the  same 
opportunities." 
BEN AGUIRRE JR. 
YES I Affirmative action 
opens 
up 
doors and opportunities 
Two 
people  of different ethnicities apply for admission to a university and there is 
only one spot available. 
Applicant
 A, a white male with a 2.7 
CPA
 and a 1,000 SAT score, gets a letter in 
the mail from the university informing him that he has not
 been accepted. 
In another city, 
Applicant B, a black (or any other non -Caucasian race) male with 
a 2.7 CPA and a 1,000 SAT score, also gets a letter in the 
mail  from the same uni-
versity.
 
"Congratulations Applicant B, welcome to our school," 
the first line of 
his letter reads. 
Now, your reaction to 
the aforementioned
 sce-
nario is probably one of 
disgust, but 
before you go 
spouting off against 
affir-
mative action
 and begin 
bringing up the topic of 
"reverse 
discrimination,"
 I 
need 
you to think about
 
this topic. 
What is the point
 of 
affirmative 
action
 and 
why does it exist? 
The purpose
 of affirma-
tive action is not to dis-
criminate against
 those of 
Caucasian
 backgrounds.
 
It is to help 
non -
Caucasians
 get the oppor-
tunities to do 
things that 
they were 
historically not 
able 
to
 obtain because
 of 
their racial 
background.  
The key word there is 
opportunity. 
Affirmative action
 does 
not guarantee 
anything. 
Rather it opens the door 
for those
 who have not 
had the same 
opportuni-
ties because
 of their racial 
makeup and the areas
 they 
come 
from. 
Now I would be 
lying  if 
I said 
that
 affirmative 
action 
was  perfect, it does 
have  its flaws, one 
being
 that 
based on your 
last name, you could
 have priority over
 
another
 person in an application
 process such as the 
one  at 
University 
of Michigan, which has 
been  criticized by 
President
 Bush. 
I suppose I 
am a good example 
of
 someone who doesn't 
exactly need 
affirmative
 action, but reap the 
benefits of it 
nonetheless. 
Look at my last 
name ... Aguirre. 
When you 
see that, what does 
that  make you think 
I am? 
Spanish? 
Mexican?
 White? Filipino? 
It is a bit deceiving 
because
 I am Filipino with 
some 
Spanish and white, 
but I have received the
 opportunity to 
do things 
because
 of my racial 
makeup
 that others have 
not. 
Am I ashamed? No. 
Did I take the 
opportunity and run 
with
 it, creating my own 
reasons  for people to 
hire 
me?  Yes. 
You see, this 
is
 where the battle 
hits
 an all time high. 
People
 say that affirmative 
action shuts out people 
such as Applicant A 
while  
admitting persons
 such as Applicant 
B simply because of 
their  racial profile. 
But
 
have 
you  thought about how 
many people were on the 
other end of the stick 
histor-
ically? 
How 
many people prior to 
affirmative  action were 
being  shoved aside 
simply
 
because  of their 
racial
 profile? 
Affirmative
 action should not 
be
 seen as a way to pay 
reparations to those 
races  that 
have 
suffered from 
profiling  in the past. 
However, I 
do believe that 
affirmative  action is 
necessary  in any 
application  
process, 
including
 university 
admissions,  until 
there  is a level 
playing
 field. 
Ben Aguirre Jr is the 
Spartan Daily production editor. 
campusvoices
 
"Either way 
that you look 
at 
it, 
it seems biased.
 If you 
favor
 one race 
over
 another, 
what  does 
that
 say about
 
your 
educational 
standards?"  
Kristine 
Obillo 
health science 
"No,
 because
 it's 
discrimination 
in a lighter 
form. Race 
shouldn't factor 
into
 how you get 
into  
school" 
Emily Kruger
 
art/French 
opposingviews:
 
Should  
universities
 
be 
allowed
 
to 
use  
race in 
admissions
 
olicies?
 
t 
iLLUSTRATION
 BY WARREN
 PAYLADO 
"It's not
 fair.
 (Admission) 
should be about what's in 
your head, not the color of 
your
 skin." 
Young
 Han 
marketing
 
' 
In 
this
 great 
country
 of 
ours, 
we've  adopted the 
idealistic
 notions 
that
 equal opportunity
 is 
cherished,
 
diversity 
is embraced
 and 
access to 
a top-notch 
education  is 
within
 every persons
 grasp. 
However,  
when  
universities  and other institutions
 of higher
 
education
 
embrace
 
policies
 
that 
include
 
race  as a 
factor
 in the 
admissions  
process,  like 
the
 University 
of Michigan,
 it actually 
serves to 
under-
mine 
these values
 that we 
hold  so 
dear.
 
College is, 
above all 
else, a place for aca-
demia. 
Parties,
 
sports  
and 
relationships 
aside, the true reason 
that students 
go to 
college is 
to get an 
education that will 
better prepare them 
for the future. 
Learning to bal-
ance a school sched-
ule with other activi-
ties is also
 essential to 
being prepared 
for 
the real 
world. So 
naturally,
 colleges
 
look at grades along
 
with 
extracurricular  
activities
 to deter-
mine which 
students 
are  most 
qualified  to 
enter the institution. 
The key 
to
 this situ-
ation is 
that grades 
and after
-school 
activities are 
achieved, 
not ascribed. Students
 
have 
to
 work hard to  
get their test scores
 up 
and juggle
 their 
schedules. 
No
 one is 
born 
with 
good 
grades. 
We
 are born 
with our 
color  or race, 
however,  and 
that is 
something  
that 
no 
amount 
of effort 
will 
change.
 
The 
reasoning
 for 
race
-based 
admissions  
policies stems 
from the philosophy
 that certain groups 
have 
been,  and 
continue to be,
 routinely 
discriminated
 against,
 and in 
order to level 
the  playing field, some 
minority groups 
should be 
helped  out. 
To assume that 
someone is at a 
disadvantage  because 
of
 
race and needs
 some extra 
help
 to get into 
school
 is noth-
ing short of racist. 
The common 
assumption  is that to 
increase the diver-
sity of a 
campus  population, 
certain  minority groups
 
need 
to
 be given a "boost" 
in order to have that 
equal 
opportunity. This 
not only discriminates 
against  those 
who achieve 
academically
 and deserve 
admission,  but it 
reprehensibly
 assumes that other 
groups  would not be 
able 
to achieve in the 
academic  realm because 
of their racial 
background.
 
Creating a 
campus with racial diversity
 should not come at the 
cost of undermining its 
academic  
integrity, and when 
students
 are admitted because 
of
 a racially based point bonus
 rather than academic 
performance,
 it sends the message 
that
 color is more important
 than grades. 
By accepting students 
whose academic skills are not
 up to typical university 
standards,  it robs those 
who worked 
hard for their 
admission,  despite race. 
This is not to say that all of 
those  who are favored by racially 
tinged  admissions policies are 
under-
achievers. Many 
students of supposedly 
disadvantaged
 groups are excellent 
students  and work hard to 
deserve 
their  
admission.
 
Herein lies
 the 
other  
flaw
 of using race in 
admissions
  generalization. Being in a certain racial 
group does
 not make
 one a better or worse student, 
or
 having a 
higher
 or lower 
intelligence. One 
might 
encounter
 
prejudice
 
in
 life  
that  
much is true  but the 
stereotyping
 of racial
 groups in col-
legiate  
admissions
 is prejudice 
itself. 
Rather
 than 
perpetuating
 societal 
trends 
of
 racially based preferences
 and prejudices,
 perhaps colleges 
could be the 
places where people really are evaluated
 for who they are, not what they 
are.
 
, 
"We
 should use 
academic
 
records and 
your 
background.  
Some people
 
may 
have
 gone to a 
high 
school 
that  
offered
 
different  
advantages
 than 
others."
 
Kevin 
Sharma
 
computer  
engineering
 
Compiled
 by 
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Giovannettil 
Photos  
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 a 
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matter,
 
not  
color
 
"It's  a 
complicated  and 
tricky matter.
 There's a lot 
of 
inequality  and it needs 
to be corrected and it's a 
hard thing to do." 
Michael Kelly 
urban planning 
"To  
assume
 
that
 
someone
 
is 
at a 
disadvantage
 
because
 
of 
race  
and
 needs
 
some
 
extra
 help
 to 
get  
into
 school
 is 
nothing 
short
 of 
racist.
 
MELINDA 
LATHAM  
Melinda Latham is the
 
Spartan Daily opinion editor. 
"I'd like it to be completely
 
merit  based,
 but if 
you  do 
it 
that
 way 
then it's 
still 
going 
to be 
criticized"
 
Ryan
 
Stark  
computer
 
engineering
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What
 is 
the  responsibility
 of the 
Spartan
 
Daily
 to 
the  campus 
community?
 
The 
Spartan  
Daily  is 
here  to 
inform
 the 
students  and
 the cam-
pus 
community.
 It is our 
job to 
make  sure 
our 
readers
 know 
what 
is happening
 in th( 
university  
and  
the 
surrounding
 area. 
Students  
rely on 
us for 
information  
they 
need to 
get  through 
their time 
here  
at SJSU 
It's  our
 
job to 
get them 
that 
information 
accurately  and in 
a timely 
manner. 
Mike Corpos 
Executive Editor 
The Daily's 
responsibility  is to 
be the 
voice  of information 
and  
entertainment
 to the campus. It 
should bear in mind that it 
may  
not 
always please the entire com-
munity, but if they don't like it, 
they should join it and make
 a 
difference. That is why I'm here.. 
Daniel Lopez 
Sports
 Editor
 
In my eyes, the 
responsibility  of the 
newspaper is 
to be the watchdog 
of 
the 
campus.  In doing 
that, we  
must remain 
unbiased  and sensi-
tive to issues
 without being 
afraid 
to run controversial
 stories should 
they happen. 
Ben 
Aguirre
 Jr. 
Production  
Editor
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in the 
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Daily  
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Space
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may. 
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Entrio
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printed
 
in 
the 
order
 in 
which
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are 
received.
 
As members of
 the Spartan Daily 
staff 
'feel  it is our responsibility
 
to provide
 
factual information to 
our 
readers.  From 
academic
 fee
 
increases to an 
impending  war 
with Iraq, knowledge is our first
 
line of defense. 
Justine  DaCosta 
Managing 
Editor  
Keeping our campus informed
 is 
the Daily's main responsibility. 
From campus events and local 
news to the 
latest  movie or a 
nation-wide issue, our goal is to let 
people know what is going
 on. The 
Arts 
& Entertainment section is 
responsible.* letting readers know 
about fun events, places to go and 
bring a spotlight to artistic mem-
bers of the campus community. 
Lea Blevins 
A&E Editor 
Ii 
The Spartan Daily has a responsi-
bility to inform the 
readers of the 
news and current  events that hap-
pen around the campus and 
beyond Also, it 
should  be able to 
provide the readers with some-
thing that they normally do 
not  
get to experience 
or see in their 
daily lives. 
Ryan 
Balbuena  
/ 
Naturally, the Spartan Daily is 
here tb ihform everyone on campus 
about the issues important to our 
community, but it also serves as a 
forum for people to express their 
opinions about 
those  issues. A 
campus paper is more than just a 
collection of stories and pictures
it's one of the ways that the cam-
pus community can speak out and 
be heard. 
Melinda Latham 
Opinion Editor 
The
 responsibility of the
 Spartan 
Daily is 
pretty
 simple and 
straightforward
  keep our 
read-
ers infiirmed. Information
 is 
knowledge, power and entertain-
ment. Newspapers are a vehicle to 
communicate information and 
events that, 
no
 matter how big or 
small,
 
affect
 the lives of students, 
staff filculty members and com-
munity both near andfar. 
Anne Ward 
Projects Editor 
The Spartan Daily, being the 
voice of the student 
community
 on 
campus, 
should  work to inform 
students about how developments 
affecting San Jose State University 
affect their lives and how they as 
students affect the larger world 
Rima Shah 
Copy Editor 
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Letter
 I 
Roe  v. 
Wade  
Dear 
Editor,  
This is in response to Roe v. 
Wade
 (1973). 
An alternative to 
abortion:  
California 
Assembly Bill 1764 
(signed into law in The Year of 
Our Lord 2000) provides "that 
no parent or other person hav-
ing lawful custody of a 
minor 
child 72 hours 
old or younger 
may be prosecuted.. if he or she 
voluntarily surrenders physical 
custody of the child 
to any 
employee on 
duty at a public or 
private hospital emergency 
room." 
An unwanted
 pregnancy 
can 
become 
someone  else's 
wanted  
baby. 
Give life a chance. 
Lawrence  Eagletears Miller 
alumnus 
criminal justice 
CD 
CD 
0Z:Zo  
Classes 
starting  
soon!  
GRE - 
January
 22 
NCLEX  - January 
23 
MCAT - 
January  25 
GMAT - January 
25, 27 & 28 
San Jose Kaplan 
Center 
100 
Park  Center Plaza, Suite 112 
Call us at 
1-800-KAP-TEST  or 
visit
 us online at 
kaptest.com 
today to enroll! 
Stack  up the 
Savings
 
It's a new semeseter
 and going from one store
 to the next 
for the best back
 to school deals is 
a 
drag. 
Smart  SJSU 
students
 know where 
they  
can get all their 
textbooks, computers 
and SJSU gear. 
Be Cool. 
Be Smart. 
Shop
 on 
campus
 or 
online 
at 
SpartanBookstore.com.
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csu 
to cut some
 
travel  
expenses
 
continued from page I 
could have 
waited  until people were 
ready. 
Martinez 
said while fees were being 
increased, 
departments
 were also cut-
ting classes.
 
"Students
 are
 
being affected nega-
tively 
from  both sides," Martinez said. 
"The next
 couple of years would be a 
bad time
 to be a CSU student."
 
Because  of the high cost 
of living in 
the
 Silicon Valley, the 
students who 
would be 
most  impacted would be 
those from 
low income families, single 
parents 
and  students who had already 
planned 
their  budget for the year, she 
said. 
The fee increase passed by a 13-3 
vote. Lt. Gov. Cruz Bustamante was 
one of three 
trustees  voting against 
the fee increase. 
In a 
statement  issued Dec. 16, he 
said action to increase student fees is 
premature and before voting to 
increase fees, the trustees should- wait 
to learn the outcome of the legislative 
hearings on the budget cuts. 
"Increasing student fees would be 
short-sighted  and 
would  hurt 
California's
 working class
 arid middle 
class  families," 
Bustarnante
 said in the 
statement.
 "We know 
that raising fees
 
will decrease attendance
 at our univer-
sities.
 As leaders, 
we
 should be 
work-
ing to make college 
more affordable 
during  these 
tough
 economic 
times.
 
Now,  more 
than
 ever, we 
should be 
investing 
in
 our state's 
future  leaders." 
Aside 
from
 the fee 
increase,
 Potts -
Fellow said 
the CSU 
system
 also had 
to cut 
administrative  
and travel costs. 
The "fee 
increase was
 necessary in 
order 
to maintain the 
high quality (of
 
education)
 or we 
would  have to 
cut 
classes  or academic
 services," she 
said. 
CSU  
students,
 who numbered
 about 
407,000 in 
Fall 2002, pay state
 univer-
sity fees, 
aside from 
mandatory
 cam-
pus fees 
and user fees, 
which  students 
pay 
to their respective 
campuses. 
State
 university fees 
pay  for counsel-
ing,
 testing, student 
activities, health 
services and student 
financial aid 
administration  in 
addition
 to some 
supplies and 
service
 costs of instruc-
tion and 
instructional  resources, 
according 
to SJSU. 
Non-resident  
students  pay 
addition-
al fees. Non-resident 
student
 
fees  
were
 increased 15 
percent for
 
the
 
2002-2003 
academic
 year (from 
$246 
to 1282 per semester 
unit),  according 
to the CSU. 
The  fee increase is 
said to gracrate 
$30 million, one-third 
of which will 
go to 
financial aid, to 
cover the 
increase in 
fees,  according to the
 CSU. 
CSU fees still 
remain the 
lowest
 in 
the  nation even 
with a 10 percent
 fee 
increase, the lowest
 of the 15 universi-
ties regularly used for
 comparison by 
the California 
Postsecondary 
Education Commission,
 according to 
the CSU. 
For 
example, fees for 
Rutgers 
University, New Jersey's state
 univer-
sity, are 
$7,308 per semester, 
which  
includes
 tuition. 
SJSU students
 who were billed 
before the fee 
increase  was voted on 
will be billed for the 
increase after the 
add/drop period, 
according
 to Trifilo. 
Potts -Fellow
 said the 
CSU  system 
does not expect to see a 
decrease in 
enrollment with the 
implementation  
of the current fee increase but 
said 
Speaker introduces car 
fee  increase to head 
Associated Press 
SACRAMENTO  (AP)  Backed 
by 
dozens of police and fire chiefs, 
Assembly
 Speaker  Herb Wesson intro-
duced a bill Tuesday to raise vehicle 
license fees $115 for the averag car and 
avoid a "public safety disaster in local 
budget cuts. 
"This is a life and 
death  issue," Los 
Angeles County Sheriff Lee Baca 
said 
as police chiefs, sheriffs, fire chiefs and 
other law 
enforcement
 leaders packed 
the Capitol news 
conference room to 
support
 the bill. 
"There are people who will die 
because we in law enforcement will not 
get there in time" if the budget cuts  take 
place. 
But Assemblyman John Campbell, 
the lead Republican on the Assembly 
Budget 
Committee,  said lawmakers 
should focus on 
giving  local govern-
ment more 
stable revenue sources 
instead of raising
 vehicle fees. 
He said Republicans would challenge 
the measure
 in court if Wesson and 
other 
Democrats try to get around 
GOP
 opposition by enacting the bill 
with simple majorities instead of the 
two-thirds votes usually required 'or tax 
hikes. 
"Tripling the car tax 
is
 simply going to 
hurt working families and will
 not solve 
the budget deficit," Campbell said. 
Under Wesson's 
proposal,  fee increas-
es could start 
hitting  motorists' pocket-
books 
in the last half of this year. 
The  
fees could 
drop once the budget
 picture 
im_proves. 
Because the bill just clarifies 
existing  
law
 means lawmakers can pass the bill 
with a simple majority instead of a two-
thirds vote, aides to the speaker said. 
Despite talk of a legal challenge, 
Campbell does not 
dispute
 Wesson's 
interpiccation of the 
law reducing the 
fee, which was 
approved  by overwhelm-
ing bipartisan 
majorities  of the 
Assembly 
and Senate in 1998. 
But Wesson's bill could also face 
opposition in the governor's office if it 
gets that far. Gov. Gray Davis has been 
cool to the idea of a fee increase, even 
though he proposed one last year. He 
hasnt said he would veto the Wesson 
bill, however. 
Vehicle license fees would be 
restored  
to their 1998 level under the bill, which 
would increase the annual fee paid to 
register the average car from $55 to 
$ 0, according to Department of 
Motor Vehicle figures. 
The approximately 
$4
 billion raised 
by the measure would replace payments 
the state makes to local governments to 
make up for the loss .of revenue caused 
by a senes of cuts in the VLF that began 
in 1998. 
Davis has proposed eliminating the 
so-called back-fill payments to local 
agencies to help erase a state budget 
deficit that his administration says 
totals $34.6 billion and the legislative 
analyst puts at $26.1 billion. 
Spending cuts alone 
won't  solve the 
state's budget problems, Wesson said, 
adding that the law that reduced the 
VLF envisioned it increasing again 
when the state couldn't afford to make 
the back-fill payments.
 
"Everybody  agreed on that," Wesson 
said. 
His bill would add 
teeth to the roll-
back language in current law by: 
 Designating the
 state finance 
director to determine 
the  state cannot 
afford the back -fill 
payments.  Current 
law is silent on who makes 
that deci-
sion. 
 Saying the state's ability 
to borrow 
funds could not be considered
 by the 
director in making his finding. 
Law enforcement officials said the 
Melanie, 
Mountain  View 
College Student 
Cattcain 
rider since 20 
there 
might be 
a decrease 
in enroll-
ment
 if there were
 further fee 
increas-
es.  She also 
said  the CSU 
system 
would 
not Let the 
current  crisis 
influ-
ence 
enrollment.  
"The
 mission of
 the CSU 
system
 is 
to 
promote  access 
to qualified 
stu-
dents and
 to keep its
 doors open 
to all 
qualified  
students,"
 Potts -Fellow
 said. 
Andrea Gilmore,
 a junior 
majoring  
in psychology, 
said  the fee 
increase
 
would be more 
of
 a burden on 
her.
 
Although  her 
family
 is helping 
her,  
she does not think 
the fee increase is 
good. 
"They _have 
medical  bills to pay: 
she 
said. "They're 
going through 
issues 
too." 
On Jan. 10, the 
governor  proposed 
new budget
 cuts, winch were 25 per-
cent on top of what he had already 
proposed.
 The CSU board of 
trustees  
doesn't know yet if they will act on 
it. 
A.S. President Maribel Martinez 
said officials should improve the 
qual-
ity of advising offered so students can 
save money by avoiding the wrong 
classes and staying on the tight track 
toward their 
degrees.  
off local cuts 
threat of losing the back -fill payments 
has already caused some local govern-
ment administrators to order cutbacks 
in fire and police services. 
Seventy percent of the back -fill 
now
 
goes to public safety programs, Wesson
 
said. 
"The governor's proposal alone has set 
off a tidal wave of fear and 
concern,"  
said Newport Beach Police Chief Bob 
McDonell. 
But Steve Peace, 
Davis' new finance 
director, said the 
governor's  budget pro-
posals would take smaller percentage 
cuts out 
of
 local governments than 
state  
services. 
Home
 
of 
missing
 
Modesto
 
women
 
burglarized
 
Associated
 
Press 
MODESTO
 (AP)
  
The  
home
 of 
a
 
pregnant 
woman  
who 
has 
been 
missing
 since 
Christmas
 Eve
 was 
bur-
glarized
 while 
her 
husband  
organized
 
search
 efforts
 in 
Southern  
California,
 
police said. 
Scott 
Peterson,  
30,  
reported
 the 
break-in
 Sunday
 night.
 Police
 said 
burglars  
entered  
through  a 
window 
sometime 
between 
Thursday 
and 
Sunday. 
"Detectives  
don't believe
 the 
burgla-
ry is 
connected 
to the 
Peterson  
case,"
 
said 
Detective
 Doug 
Ridenour,
 
Tolcesman
 for 
the 
Modesto 
Police
 
Department.
 
Police  refused 
to say what 
was taken 
from the
 home. 
Peterson's  27
-year -old 
wife,  Laci, 
has 
been
 missing
 since 
Christmas
 
0 
A 
Eve. 
Scott 
Peterson  
told 
police  he 
was 
fishing 
at the 
Berkeley
 
Marina
 at 
the  
time, 
and  
that
 his 
wife,  due 
to 
deliver
 
a 
boy 
Feb.
 10, 
had  
planned
 to 
take 
her  
dog 
for a 
walk 
that 
morning.
 
Modesto  
police 
repeatedly
 
searched
 
the 
waters  
of
 the 
marina  
but 
found  
no
 
sign 
of
 the 
missing
 
woman.
 
Though
 
attention
 
focused
 on 
Scott 
Peterson  
after 
police
 told
 his 
wife's
 
relatives
 
that
 he 
was 
having  
an 
affair,
 
he 
has not
 been 
named
 as a 
suspect
 in 
the 
case. 
Peterson,  
alons 
with 
his 
parents,
 
brother
 and
 
sister,
 
were  
in Los
 
Angeles
 
distributing
 
fliers  
Sunday,
 
and
 
promised
 
to 
expand
 
search 
efforts
 
to 
San 
Diego  
this 
weekend.
 But 
police
 
say  
they
 are 
concentrating
 their
 search
 
efforts
 in 
and 
around  
Modesto,  
which  
is 
about  
80 
miles 
east
 of 
San 
Francisco.
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How 
do I love
 Ca/train? Let 
me count 
the  ways: 
1. 
Reliability   the 
trains
 are on time! 
2. 
Convenience   
the station 
is a five-minute
 walk from
 home. 
3. Comfort  cozy 
seats. 
4. No 
stress   I can 
relax, read and do 
homework
 instead
 of worrying
 about parking
 and 
traffic. 
5. Friendly staff
  helpful and
 efficient too. It's 
everything  you 
could  want and 
more!  
Start your 
Own  list.. 
1.800.660.4287
 or 
caltrain.com  
Our
 
prices
 
rock!
 
Intro to Economics 
Intro to Psychology 
Intro to 
Literature  
College Writing Skills 
Principles
 of Marketing 
TOTAL 
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Price on 
Price 
Half.com 
110030 $40.00 
$7750
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$19.00
 
$89.33-
 
$47.00  
-$-3-6-2793-
 $119.00 
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Save 
$243.93!
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By 
Chris 
Giovannetti
 
Daily 
Senior  Staff 
Writer 
Call it dija 
vu with a 
small  twist. 
The San 
Jose
 State 
University  
men's  basketball
 team 
debuted  61 
lineup on 
Saturday  that
 looked 
any-
thing but imposing.
 
Facing 
the 
Western
 Athletic
 
Conference
 co -leader 
University  of 
Hawai'i
 the Spartans'
 starting 
line-
up featured three 
guards  and no 
player taller than 
6 -foot, 5 -inches. 
SPARTAN 
BASKETBALL  
IN THE 
PAINT 
NOTEBOOK 
What the Spartans
 lacked in 
height, they 
made up for with 
intensity, 
dominating  both ends of 
the floor
 in a 79-67 victory. SJSU 
(1-4 
WAC,  4-10 overall) took 
the 
lead for good at 7-4 and 
fended
 off 
preseason WAC favorite 
Hawai'i  
the rest of the way. 
For the second 
year
 in a row, SJSU 
earned its first 
WAC  victory at 
home 
against  a Hawai'i team sitting 
atop the league standings. 
"Hawai'i
 
(4-2 WAC, 
11-3
 overall)
 
was the first 
game  where we put two 
halves together," SJSU 
guard  
Maurice Moore-Armon 
said. 
"Against (Boise State University 
and the University of Texas -El 
Paso) and 
all  of our other losses, 
we
 
were up at some 
point  in the game. 
We
 were finally able 
to
 close a game 
out." 
Moore-Armon
 added that the win 
gave the smaller 
and scrappier SJSU 
confidence it had 
been sorely lack-
ing. 
Forward Oudie 
Baker  left the 
team in early January. According to 
the
 program, the 6 -foot, 6 -inch 
Baker didn't return from his home 
in East Chicago, Ind., until Dec. 31, 
missing the Spartans Dec. 28 game 
against
 Brown 
University.  As a 
result 
of his tardiness, 
Baker was 
not 
allowed
 to travel with 
the team 
to Boise 
State on Jan. 2 and
 UTEP 
on Dec. 
4. 
Baker 
quit  the team shortly there-
after.
 
"It 
didn't  effect us 
chemistry  wise 
but 
emotionally,  (Baker)
 leaving the 
team kind 
of woke us up.
 We 
know 
we
 have to get things done.
 He was 
our  leading scorer and we 
had  to 
step it up, 
Moore-Armon said of 
Baker, 
who  averaged
 16.4 
points  
and  6.3 
rebounds  at 
the time 
of
 his 
departure.
 
Forward 
Eric 
Walton  missed
 the 
Hawai'i 
game  with 
a bruised 
thigh. 
His  return
 date 
hasn't 
been 
announced. 
In the five
 days of 
practice 
leading 
up to 
the
 
Hawai'i
 game, 
Spartan 
head 
coach  Phil 
Johnson 
stressed 
the 
invortance  of 
defense 
to his 
team. 
Those  
practices
 included
 film 
sessions 
of the 
Miami 
Heat, 
coached 
by Pat 
Riley   a 
coach 
notorious 
for his 
defensive  
philoso-
phy  in 
NBA  
circles.  
"We watched 
a lot of tape 
of
 how 
they  play 
defense,"
 said 
forward
 
Keith Everage
 who tallied his 
first 
collegiate double
-double with 14 
points and 
11
 rebounds 
against 
Hawai'i.
 "We really 
wanted to step
 
it up on defense.  We
 had been 
real-
ly lackadaisical
 early on and 
knew 
we
 had to come
 out with 
more 
(defensive 
pressure)."  
Against a 
jump
 shooting team like 
Hawaii, 
the  Spartans used a 
man-
to-man defense
 to lock down 
Warrior 
sharpshooters  Carl English 
and Mark
 Campbell. 
"They're . a 
jump shooting team 
and 
we had to take that away,"
 
Johnson said. 
"We saw what they 
did 
against
 Fresno State and we 
were determined 
to not let them 
have any good 
looks." 
Johnson also strewed
 shot selec-
tion.  Realizing the 
Spartans  lack of 
post presence, he 
encouraged his 
guards to be more ambitious. On 
Saturday, guards Brandon Hawkins 
and Keith West used their speed 
and beat 
their  defenders on the first 
step to slash 
down
 the lane and to 
the basket. 
"When they went small, 
we knew 
we'd 
be in trouble  because 
we
 can't 
keep 
their guys in front of ours," 
Rainbow
 Warriors head coach Riley 
Wallace said. 
The 
Spartans'
 size  or lack 
thereof
 means little 
to the players 
and 
coaching staff that 
have
 come 
to the 
realization  that intensity 
and  
pressure will 
have  to overshadow 
stature. 
"It ain't no 
issue," forward 
Antonio Lawrence 
said.  "We just 
look small but when 
we get out 
there we're
 
tough. 
We've  got to get 
down and dirty because
 that's all we 
got. We're going to 
dish it out and 
whoever  can stand it the 
longest  is 
going to survive." 
SJSU
 returns to 
action on 
Thursday 
at the University of 
Nevada -Reno
 and on Saturday at 
Fresno State University. 
t1Jrcr.  D.mly star( 
San Jose State University 
forward  Keith Everage goes 
up 
for two points 
against
 University of Hawai'i center 
Milos  
Zivanovic. 
The  Spartans beat the Warriors 79-67 at 
the
 
Event
 Center on Jan. 18, ending an eight -game 
losing 
streak.  
 
Women's Basketball 
Spartan women's guard Cricket
 
Williams reached a milestone in a 
bitter-sweet loss to Hawai'i on 
Saturday. 
The Pill-WAC guard
 scored her 
1,000th 
career point in a 54-40 loss 
to the Rainbow Wahine on a lay-up 
in the waning seconds of the game.  
The 
basket  gave her 1,001 points 
for her 
career,  ninth on 
the all-time 
school scoring list. 
The Spartan 
(2-3
 WAC, 6-8 over-
all) women
 return home this week
 
with a Thursday game 
against
 the 
University of 
Nevada -Reno and 
Saturday against 
Fresno State 
University. 
Tip-off times 
are slated for 7 
p.m.  
at the 
Event Center. 
Editors note: 'In
 the paint' will 
run 
ruisz 
Theiridav  
beginning
 next 
w e e k L .
 
Daily 
Staff Report 
Spartan midfielder Frank 
Sanfilirpo  
was 
selected  by the San
 Jose 
Earthquakes in 
the  sixth round 
of the 
2003 Major League 
Soccer Super Draft 
held 
in 1.111 
1 f:t 
SPARTAN
 
ROUNDUP  
As the Most Valuable Player" 
for the 
Spartans in 
2032, he was 
also
 a first -
team All
-Mountain  Pacific 
Sports  
Federation 
collegesoccemews.com 
third -team All-
American and was named to 
the All -
Far West regional
 team by the 
National 
Soccer 
Coaches
 Association. 
As
 a senior, Sanfilippo
 has one season 
of college eligibility remaining. 
Women's soccer 
The Spartan 
women's soccer
 team is 
searching for a 
new head soccer
 coach 
after  Mink 
Grimes
 resigned from 
her 
duties with the team. 
Grimes'  resigna-
tion, which 
shesgave  in order 
to _ pursue 
family interests, 
took effect on Dec.
 31, 
ending her 
five -season
 career as a 
coach  
at SJSU. Grimes, who
 was first an assis-
tant
 coach with the Spartans
 for two 
years and 
later  interim 
coach,
 was the 
first head 
coach to lead a 
Spartan 
women's soccer team 
to the NCAA 
Tournament. As the interim 
coach in 
2000,
 she lead the 
Spartans  to the 
Western 
Athletic  Conference 
tourna-
ment title and the 
team's  first NCAA 
Toumarnent bid. Grimes' 
three year 
coaching  record was 
18-37-7.  
As a 
national  search takes 
place to 
find a new head
 coach, assistant 
coach  
Cris
 Gilmore will 
serve  as interim 
coach 
until a new coach
 is named. 
Baseball 
Spartan
 right-handed
 pitcher
 Man 
Durkin was
 named to 
the preseason
 all -
conference  
team
 
as picked
 by 
confer-
ence
 coaches. 
SJSU and 
Fresno State 
were 
predicted
 to tic 
for second 
place  in 
the preseason
 poll. Rice  
University was 
selected  to 
win  thc 
WAC
 for the 
sev-
enth 
year in a row
 and had 
nine  players 
named  to 
the
 preseason 
all-WAC 
team. 
The  
Spartans
 open the
 2003 
season
 
Feb.
 7 with a 
tournament  at 
Cal  Poly 
San Luis Obispo. 
Softball
 
SJSU 
Senior 
outfielder
 Berea
 
Baldridge
 who led 
the team 
in hitting 
last  season 
with  a .312 
batting 
average  
was  selected 
to the 2003 
preseason a11-
WAC  team. 
The
 Spartans  
were  picked 
to 
finish  fourth in 
the
 WAC by 
confer-
ence coaches 
and Fresno 
State was 
picked to win the
 WAC. 
The  Spartans 
had
 an overall 
record  of 
25-44 
and went 8-16
 in the WAC
 in 
2002. 
SJSU  op_ens the 2003
 
season
 on 
Lan. 31 at the 
Cal Tournament
 against 
Tennessee and 
defending national
 
champion California. 
Gymnastics  
The  Spartan 
Gymnastics 
team 
opened the 2003 season 
placing fourth 
out of four teams participating
 at the 
Maui 
Invitational  on Jan-. 
3. Stanford 
University 
won  the invitational. 
On Jan. 10 
the  Spartans 
won  their 
home
 opener against 
Sacramento State.
 
The  Spartans won 
their  first dual meet 
of the 
season
 with a 
total  team score 
of 
191.300. 
SJSU's Dani 
Albright  took 
first  place 
honors
 on the vault 
and  floor 
and in 
the all around 
with a score 
of 
38.575. 
The 
Spartans
 next 
competition  is 
Friday
 in Seattle 
against  the 
University  
of Washington 
and the University
 of 
Arizona. 
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Build a 
Better 
Future ... 
Teach
 
in 
L.A.
 
Join
 
the Los 
Angeles
 
Unified  
School
 
District
 
Recruiters
 
will  be 
on 
campus 
Monday, 
January
 
27 
1:00 
pm
 to 5:00
 pm 
in 
the  
Credential
 
Preparation
 
Office
 
Interviews
 and 
Information
 
For further 
Information  
contact
 
Arnie 
Weiner  
(800) TEACH
 LA x29165
 or 
email 
of ornie 
weiner  a 
lausd
 net 
LI 
We
 are 
Looking  
for
 
Credentialed
 
teachers
 in all
 
subject
 areas
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University  
Intern  
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 Ed 
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Savings?
   
Spartan 
Bookstore's
 
Low
 Price Guarantee
 
on
 
textbooks
 
will  
get  you 
hooked
 
on 
savings.  
If you 
find 
a lower price 
on 
textbooks,
 
we 
will
 refund
 
double
 the 
difference.*
 
Shop
 
Smart.
 
Shop  
Spartan
 
Bookstore.
 
On
 
Campus,
 
Online.
 
Spartanbookstore.com
 
Spartan 
Bookstore 
S  
les* Stat Usi,11,
 
*Sec  store 
for details.
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STUDENT I Victim's books donated 
continuedfrom page 1 
lot of time with 
her sorority sisters." 
Outside of school and spending time 
with her sorority, Valerie worked at 
Albertson's and at Chuck E. Cheese 
prior to that. 
Norma Jean said Valerie loved 
her 
job at Albertson's
 and said she was 
looking 
forward  to receiving her 
health 
-benefits  so she could pay for 
braces on 
her own. 
Those who worked with Valerie 
knew  a people -oriented person who 
was 
mature for her 19 years. 
Albertson's 
supervisor
 Darlene 
Vieira said Valerie was always 
upbeat  
and would
 "go the extra mile" when-
ever it was needed. 
"Oh God, she was just outstanding," 
Vicira said. "The ultimate
 employee." 
As a team leader at Chuck E. 
Cheese, 
Valerie  was responsible
 for 
setting
 a good example for her co-
workers. She helped create and teach 
dance sequences that were performed 
during
 the live shows. 
We still use one of 
the  dances she 
choreographed," said 
former
 co-work-
er Come Borns. "I remember 
she  used 
to make fun of me because I 
couldn't  
do the box step." 
Priscilla Garcia, who worked with 
Valerie at the
 San Jose restaurant, said 
Valerie was 
a problem solver who 
insisted people 
talk
 out their prob-
lems. 
"We were
 the same age but she 
seemed a lot older,
 more mature," she 
said.  
Every 
week, Valerie 
would  give her 
co-workers  an 
inspirational  quote, 
Garcia  said. 
"One I remember is 'Do 
what
 you 
want, but remember
 the conse-
quences,'" she said. "She tried 
her best 
to help people." 
Even in high school, Valerie was 
committed to her community and 
strived to create 
harmony.  
"She always gave of herself" Wassal 
said. "Without asking, or expecting, 
anything in return." 
Norma Jean 
said Valerie's
 
family
 has 
received an 
outpouring 
of support 
from those
 who were 
touched by 
Valerie, including members of the 
SJSU 
community.  
Wallace
 
Davenport,  
assistant
 vice 
president 
for student
 affairs,
 said he 
has 
been  
communicating 
with 
Valerie's 
family  during their  time of 
loss.  
"This is tragic for the student body 
because they 
have lost 
a community 
member,"
 he 
said.  "This
 is a time for 
grieving." 
Davenport  said Valerie's 
family  has 
decided
 to donate her books
 to a cam-
pus 
tutoring
 program, 
where the 
books will go toward 
furthering
 edu-
cation. 
"That's
 what
 Valerie would have 
wanted," Norma 
Jean said. "To help 
other 
people." 
Valerie 
Zavala 
Wilson is 
survived by 
her mother 
Michelle  Wilson; 
father,  
Kevin 
Wilson;
 sisters Jessica 
and 
Kirsten; and
 brother 
Kevin.  
Abortion rights,
 critics 
to 
march  
on Roe v. Wade 
anniversary
 
WASHINGTON (AP)  of Missouri
 and Sens. John Edwards 
Thousands of 
activists  on both sides of North Carolina, 
John Kerry of 
of the 
abortion
 debate are rallying to Massachusetts and Joseph Lieberman 
mark Wednesday's 30th anniversary  of of Connecticut. 
the Supreme Court's Roe 
v. Wade This year's anniversary is the first 
decision legalizing abortion. 
since Republicans repined control of 
On the eve of the anniversary, the the 
Senate. The GOT also holds the 
Basilica of the National Shrine of the 
House and the White House. 
Immaculate Conception received Abortion
-rights  supporters are wary 
about 7,000 people  including five the Republican
 domination  con -
cardinals, 36 bishops and 250 priests pled with the possibility
 of a retire-
- for its annual "Mass for Life" and ment from the Supreme 
Court  this 
prayer service. Philadelphia Roman year  increases the chances Roe v. 
Catholic
 Archbishop Anthony Wade could be eroded or overturned. 
Bevilacqua, who chairs an anti-abor- The high court now is split 5-4 in 
tion committee of the U.S. favor of abortion rights. 
Conference of Catholic Bishops, led Kim Gandy, president of the 
the service. National Organization for Women, 
"Most anniversaries are causes for said her organization's focus will be on 
celebration," Bevilacqua said. "This maintaining the current Supreme 
one is not. It is a day of 
mourning.  Court balance and ensuring that "we 
Mourning for this immoral, unjust, 
will  not be the generation that both 
illogical 
decision." 
won and lost reproductive rights in 
Across town, NARAL Pro -Choice
 our lifetime." 
America hosted a dinner 
featuring  "With George Bush looking at 
Democratic presidential candidates, potential justices who are not only 
including_ former Vermont Gov. very 
conservative,
 but very young  
Howard Dean, Rep. Dick Gephardt high 30s, young 40s  we're
 
talking 
about a justice who would 
be
 carrying 
out that philosophy
 for another 35 to 
40 years, which is literally
 genera -
400s," Gandy said Tuesday. "It's the 
entire reproductive life 
of
 my 9 -year -
old daughter." 
The 
largest
 demonstration 
Wednesday is 
expected to be the 
March for 
Life,  an annual rally that 
Bush plans to 
address via satellite 
from St. Louis. The march
 starts at 
noon at the 
Washington  Monument 
and ends at the Supreme 
Court  steps. 
Organizers predict more than 
50,000 
people will attend. 
Planned Parenthood Federation of 
America has planned a counter-
protest at the Supreme Court. It also 
will hold an "online rally" that will let 
people nationwide sign petitions to 
Bush and their members of Congress 
and watch a video about the history of 
Roe v. Wade. 
Also Wednesday, the Feminist 
Majority Foundation begins a two-
day conference with more than 400 
college students who will discuss ways 
to maintain abortion
 rights. 
Two 
Californians among avalanche victims 
CALGARY, Alberta (AP)  A sur-
vivor of an avalanche that killed seven 
people,  including snowboard pioneer 
Craig Kelly and three other 
Americans, said Tuesday he was awed 
by the incredible 
power  of the snow 
slide. 
"It was like 
swimming
 down the 
roughest river
 I've ever been in and 
trying to 
keep
 my head above water," 
John Seibert of Wasilla,
 Alaska, said 
of getting 
caught  in the avalanche that 
thundered 
300  feet down the moun-
tainside. 
The seven
 people killed were part of 
a group of skiers and snowboarders 
who flew in by helicopter to a moun-
tain 
chalet
 with access to untouched, 
wild glaciers and
 slopes, suffocated 
under 15 
feet of snow. 
"If you get caught in one of those 
things, 
you  can't flex a muscle, let 
alone
 breathe," said Ian  Stratham of 
the Revelstoke
 ambulance service, 
who 
arrived  at the scene about two 
hours after the
 snowslide. 
The dead were identified as Kelly, 
36, who lived in 
Nelson,  British 
Columbia; Ralph Lunsford, 
49,  of 
Littleton, Colo.; 
Dennis  Yates, 50, of 
Los Angeles; and Kathleen Kessler,
 
39, of 
Truckee,  Calif 
Three others were
 from Canada, 
including Naomi 
Heffler,  25, of 
Calgary and Dave 
Finnery,  30, of New 
Westminster, British 
Columbia. The 
name of a 50
-year -old man from 
Canmore, 
Alberta,
 was not release 
pending 
notification  of 
relatives.
 
Fourteen 
others  in the 
group  sur-
vived, 
some
 of them  
including 
Seibert   digging 
themselves  out of 
the snow. 
Seibert, a geophysicist, described the Sgt. Randy
 Brown of the 'Royal 
weeklong bac.keountry ski trip that Canadian Mounted 
Police said inves-
began Saturday as dedicated to safety, tigators were looking 
at what caused 
with a seminar on using the avalanche the 
avalanche as the skiers, divided 
beacon each member carried the 
first into two groups, made their way up a 
order of business. slope. 
He said his three decades of experi- To Seibert, the adventure involved 
ence in mountains and skiing gave no undue risk. 
him no warning of the avalanche that "There was nothing  in my mind 
began with a loud crack, that was a warning sign we should 
"A few seconds later, the moving not be on that slope on that day," he 
snow swept me off my skis and I start- said, calling the tragedy "a fluke of 
ed down the slope," he said. "I came to nature." 
rest with my head and left hand Kelly, who also lived in Mount 
exposed. The remainder of my body Vernon, Washington, helped pioneer 
was locked in concrete -hard snow." snowboard riding in the late 1980s 
The other survivors were in a kind of and was a four -time world champ and 
shock after the avalanche, Seibert said, three -time U.S. Open champion. 
but some stayed up on the mountain Tim O'Mara of mountainzone.com 
Tuesday instead of coming down in Seattle said Kelly was a legendary 
when weather cleared enough for a figure in snowboarding
 who was 
helicopter to reach the chalet where greatly involved in the growth of the 
they spent the night. sport. 
Satellite
 video
 
goes
 
to
 
war
 
FORT DIX, N.J. (AP)  The 
Pentagon
 plans to use two-way satel-
lite videophones 
from
 combat zones 
to provide the media with on -the -
spot visuals it says could counter 
enemy propaganda. 
The 127000 Austrian -made sys-
tem will ;now military field
 com-
manders to hold "near real-time" 
videoconferences with 
journalists,  
said Lt. 
Col.  David Lamp, a 
spokesman  
for
 the U.S.
 Joint 
Forces  
Command. 
Lamp 
displayed
 one 
of
 the Scotty 
Tele-Transport
 
Corp.  
videophones
 
during a 
Pentagon 
training  
seminar
 
for 
reporters  at 
the
 Army base 
here 
Monday.
 The rugged
 briefcase 
cra-
dles  a laptop 
computer with
 video -
editing and 
recording  
capacity  and 
includes a 
built-in  camera,
 keyboard 
and a pair of 
external
 
collapsible
 
satellite
 
dish
 
antenna,
 
Television
 
networks  
hav 
begun
 
using  
such
 
equipment
 
extensively
 
over
 the
 past
 year.
 
The  
Defense
 
Department
 
and 
U.S.
 
intelligence
 
agencies
 
already
 
use
 
remote
 
videoconferencing
 
devices,
 
Lamp
 
said.
 The
 
Pentagon
 
plans
 to 
have
 
four  
public
 
affairs  
teams
 
share  
two  
of 
the 
portable
 
broadcast
 
devices. 
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Bush
 
scolds
 
on
 
Iraq
 
and
 
WASI
 
JIMA  
ON 
(AP)  
- 
President
 
Bush  
on 
Tuesday
 
scolded  
U.N.  
member
 
nations
 
that  
are 
demanding  
more
 time 
to 
search  
Iraq 
for 
illegal  
arms,  and
 a top
 U.S.
 diplo-
mat 
warned  
that 
war is 
fast 
approach-
ing_as
 
America's  
only 
option.  
"This
 
business  
about
 
more
 time
 - 
how  
much  time
 do 
we 
need
 to 
see 
clearly 
that 
he's
 not 
disarming?"
 Bush 
said, 
acknowledging
 
frustration
 
with  
both 
Saddam  
Hussein
 and 
reluctant  
U.S. 
allies  like
 France
 and 
Germany.
 
"Surely
 our 
friends 
have 
learned  
les-
sons 
from 
the 
past,"  
Bush  
said.  
"Surely,  
we
 have 
learned  how
 this 
man  
deceives and 
delays." 
The
 chiding
 was 
part of 
an 
adminis-
tration
-wide  
effort
 to 
counter  
rising 
opposition
 to war
 that 
could  
jeopard-
ize Bush's
 fragile 
anti-Saddam
 
coali-
tion.  With
 tens 
of
 
thousands
 of 
U.S. 
troops 
massed 
near  Iraq,
 the 
president  
is 
expected  to 
decide in 
a matter
 of 
weeks 
whether
 to end 
diplomatic
 
efforts and wage war.
 
"Our other 
options 
are  just 
about  
exhausted at 
this point," 
said Deputy 
Secretary 
of
 State 
Richard
 Armitage
 
in a Washington 
speech
 cleared by 
the° 
White 
House.  "This 
regime  has very
 
little 
time  left to 
undo
 the 
i 
legacy 
of
 12 
years.
 There is no 
sign, there s 
not 
one sign that 
the regime 
has  any 
intent to 
comply
 fully" with 
the 
United Nations.
 
France 
complicated 
Bush's  task by 
telling 
the United 
Nations  Security 
Council there is no 
reason  yet for mil-
itary 
action,  hinting 
it
 may veto any
 
resolution
 
authorizing
 an 
attack. 
Other  nations -- 
including 
Russia,  
Germany,  China 
and Chile - 
have 
backed the 
French  contention
 that 
inspectors 
must
 be given 
more
 time. 
"I
 think the 
sense  of the 
council is 
that the
 majority 
is against 
military 
action," 
Russia's 
deputy  U.N. 
ambas-
sador, 
Gennady  
Gatilov,  told 
The  
Associated 
Press. 
The Bush
 
administration
 says 
Iraq is 
hiding  
weapons
 of 
mass
 destruction
 
from 
the 
inspectors
 beneath
 the desert
 
and 
in mobile 
facilities. 
Though  no 
proof 
has  been 
made
 public, 
Armitage  
said 
the 16 empty 
chemical 
warheads
 
discovered
 recently in Iraq 
are the tip 
of the 
iceberg.  
"Finding these 
16 warheads just 
raises a basic 
/question:  Where are the 
other 29,984? Because
 that's how 
many empty 
chemical  warheads the 
U.N.  Special 
Commission  estimated 
he had, and he's 
never  accounted for," 
Armitage said. 
"And 
where  are the 
550  artillery 
shells that are filled with 
mustard gas,  
The 
SPARTAN DAILY 
makes no claim for products 
or services 
advertised below 
nor is there
 any guarantee 
implied. The classified 
columns of the Spartan
 Daily 
consist of paid advertising 
and offerings are not 
approved or verified by the 
newspaper.  
EMPLOYMENT 
General
 
RECEPTIONIST  PIT, 
phones,
 
light clerical
 work, 10 min. horn 
SJSU,
 Tue
 & Thur. 9 
- 5:30. 
Call Heather 408-995-6425.
 
WAITRESS/WAITER for Thai
 
Restaurant in 
West San Jose. 
Flexible hours, good tips, nice 
clientele.
 1769 Blossom Hill Rd. 
408-358-2525. 
ADMIN  ASSISTANT /SALES.
 
Hi -tech
 co. seeks 
FT/PT  hard 
worker  for office & 
sales/tele-
marketing 
assisting. Must have 
good 
%al/verbal
 skills. 
Good 
pay  + oppty 
to advance.
 Fax 
Resume:
 
408-232-7701.
 
BARTENDER
 Trainees
 Needed 
$250/day 
potential
 Local 
positions  
1-800-293-3985  
ext 559 
EXP 
TUTORS  
NEEDED!  
1st 
thru
 H.S. All 
subjects_  
Mon -Fri 
3-9pm  $1200/mo 
cash 
Ms
 Scottie,  
408-255-5247
 
25% 
DISCOUNT!
 
SJSU 
Student
 
Rate 
FOR 
CLASSIFIED  
ADS  
Rate applies 
to private party 
ads only. 
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UN 
nations
 
time
 
issues
 
and the
 404i 
biological
 weapons
 ... and
 
the 
26,000 
liters 
of
 anthrax,
 the 
botu-
lism, 
the VX 
(nerve 
agent),  
the satin
 
gas 
that the
 U.N.
 says 
he 
has?"  
Armitage
 
said.  
"Some
 
people
 may 
say there
 is no 
smoking
 gun,  
but 
there  s 
nothing  
but  
smoke,
 the 
diplomat
 said.
 "To 
put 
this 
fire  out, 
Saddam 
is going
 to 
have
 
to 
work."
 
White  
House  
officials 
said 
Armitage's
 
argument  
previewed
 the 
case  Bush
 will 
make 
against  
Saddam  
in 
next 
week's  
State 
of
 the 
Union 
address.
 They 
said
 Bush 
won't 
declare  
war or 
impose  a 
deadline
 next 
Tuesday  
night,
 and 
they  played
 down 
the 
prospects
 of 
new 
evidence  
being 
revealed. 
In 
addition 
to 
Armitage's  
speech,  
the 
White  House
 released
 a 29
-page  
report
 entitled 
"Apparatus
 of 
Lies"  
that 
purports  
to
 document
 Iraq's 
"bru-
tal 
record  of 
deceit." 
It accuses 
Saddam
 of 
enriching  
himself  at 
the 
expense
 of his 
people, using
 the bod-
ies of 
dead babies
 for 
staging
 funeral
 
processions
 and 
exploiting  
Islam. 
Deputy
 
Defense
 
Secretary
 Paul 
Wolfowitz
 plans 
to deliver
 an 
anti
-
Iraq 
speech 
Thursday  to 
further
 build 
the
 case 
against 
Saddam.
 
While 
the 
president
 said 
Saddam 
has "been
 given 
ample time
 to dis-
arm," he 
gave no 
hint
 of how 
soon  he 
would 
decide  
whether
 diplomacy
 has 
run  its 
course.
 
"Time
 is running
 out," Bush
 said. "I 
telieve,
 in the 
name
 of peace,
 he must 
disarm.
 And we 
will
 lead a 
coalition
 of 
willing
 nations to 
disarm him."
 
He
 declined 
to
 say what  
nations 
would 
make up 
the  coalition
 if the 
United  States 
goes to war 
without 
U.N. 
approval.
 
The Bush 
administration-said
 world 
leaders  don't 
need to await
 evidence 
that Saddam is 
hiding weapons 
of 
mass  destruction. 
"The world 
came
 together, includ-
ing 
the  French, to 
say  he must 
disarm.
 
He is not
 disarming," 
Bush said. "As 
a 
matter 
of
 fact, it appears
 to be a re
-run
 
of 
a bad movie.
 He is 
delaying.  He's 
deceiving. 
He's  asking for 
time. He's 
playing
 hide-and-seek
 with 
inspec-
tors.
 
Secretary  
of
 State 
Colin  
Powell,
 
meeting_
 with his 
Italian 
counterpart  
at the 
State
 
Department, 
said
 Iraq 
must "stop 
playing 
games  and 
get  
rid of its 
weapons  of 
mass  destruc-
tion.
 
Asked  if the 
United States
 would 
attack
 without 
Security  Council
 sup-
port, 
Powell  said Iraq 
must be dis-
armed 
"one way or the
 other." 
AS
 
DORMS  
I 
Dorm
 
residents
 anticipate 
final result 
continued 
from
 page 1 
Paul, the project director, said they 
have
 worked
 to
 minimize the 
noise  
disruption 
wherever possible. 
"The type of foundation that we've 
designed does not require the driving 
of_piles," Paul 
said.  
They will use mat foundation, 
which Paul described as being a thick, 
concrete mat. 
The construction also blocks one of 
the walkways to Joe West Hall, forc-
ing students to walk around the 
building to the entrance. 
"It's been a hassle going all the way 
around the building," said Veronica 
Avery, a sophomore psychology major. 
Once the actual demolition is com-
plete, people
 walking by the site may 
not
 notice much activity for the first 
eight
 to nine months because of the 
underground
 work. 
"Probably
 the thing that will be the 
most noticeable will be 
construction 
traffic coming to and from the site," 
Paul said. "Although there is a lot of 
activity going on at the job site. it 
might not be that apparent." 
The construction site might seem 
like an inconvenience to students 
now, but some said they are looking 
forward to the completed product. 
"It's sort of interesting, said Ross, 
who lives in Joe West Hall. "I'm actu-
ally, curious to see what it looks like 
when  it's finished." 
People who have any questions 
about  the project can call a construc-
tion
 information  
line at 
924-7362.  
Ryan Balbuena / Daily Staff 
Workers
 
demolish  
Allen Hall on the corner of 10th and San Carlos 
streets while the 
remains of Markham 
and  Moulder halls are being 
cleaned
 up. University Housing 
Services has scheduled 
a Festival of the Bricks on Saturday to 
retire the first set of 
demolished
 
dorms.  
Census:
 
Hispanics
 now largest minority group 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Hispanics have surged past blacks and 
now constitute the largest 
minority  
group in the United States, a status 
Latino leaders are sure to use to push 
for political and economic advances. 
The Census Bureau released esti-
mates Tuesday showing the Hispanic 
population rose 4.7 peretnt between 
/kind 2000 and July 2001, from 35.3 
million to 37 
million. During the 
same period,
 the non -Hispanic black 
population rose 
about 2 percent, from 
35.5 million to 
36.1  million. 
"This is the first time 
that
 Hispanic 
number
 surpassed the 
black  number," 
Census 
Bureau analyst Roberto 
Ramirez 
said
 Tuesday. 
The data are part
 of the bureau's first 
statistic's
 on race and 
ethnicity since 
results 
from the 2000 
census were 
released 
nearly  two years ago. 
"This undoubtedly
 is a benchmark 
with 
powerful  symbolic value,"
 said 
 4ar 
FUN  WORK! 115.10/hr + BOMB THEATER, MANNERS and 
incentives. Vartec Inc. 
PR/
 DANCE 
INSTRUCTORS
 tor 
Promotions;
 PT/FT; 
Flex  Hours. children. Theater and Manners 
No 
experience necessary. training provided. 1-7 
nours per 
Details call: 650-855-1855. week. Up to 
$25.00  per hour. 
Must 
have experience working 
SUMMER 
TRAVEL  
with
 children. 
Must  have car. 
OPPORTUNMES 
Call Carol - 408/629-9721 or fax 
Counselors 
needed
 for 
our
 
resume
 to 
408/265-8342 
E-mail 
student pre -college enrichments
 
to 
CarolromoOtheaterfun.com.
 
programs.  U of Michigan,
 UCLA, 
U of Vermont, Georgetown 
U.
 WAITRESS/WAITER for Thai 
UC San Diego, UC 
Santa Restaurant in West San Jose. 
Barbara & Cambridge U (UK). Flexible hours, good tips, nice 
Applicants must be 21 years old clientele. 1769 Blossom Hill Rd. 
by June 20th and possess a 408-358-2525. 
valid driver's license. We need:
 
Mature, 
Hardworking,
 Energetic
 
GREAT 
RECREATION  JOBS 
individuals who can dedicate 
At
 
The Los 
Gatos -Saratoga 
5-7 
weeks  mentonng 
and
 
Recreation
 
Dept.
 DAY CARE 
supervising  teens. We 
will 
be 
LEADERS,  FIT 
and PIT. Must 
conducting interviews 
with  
be avail
 M -F, 
7:00am-2:00pm & 
potential counselors Feb. 6 
and 
afternoons
 
from
 2:00-6:00pm. 
7, 
2003  on campus.
 To review
 
No
 ECE Units req. Pay 
range: 
more information visit 
our web-
 
$6.75-$13.80/hr.
 Call Laurie at 
site 
at 
www.summerfun.com
 
354-8700x224.  If you have 
then
 call 
801-645-6611
 ext,
 
skills  in
 sports, arts, and group 
564
 
games and like 
working
 with 
children,
 we need you. 
GREAT RECREATION JOBS 
At The Los Gatos -Saratoga 
EXP  TUTORS NEEDED! 
Recreation 
Dept.  DAY 
CARE
 
1st
 thru H.S. All 
subjects.  
LEADERS, F/T and P/T. Must 
Mon
-Fri 3-9pm $1200/mo cash, 
be 
avail  M -F, 7:00am-2:00pm
 & 
Ms.  
Scottie.
 408-255-5247. 
afternoons from 2:00-6:00pm. 
No ECE 
Units  reg. Pay 
range:
 
$1500
 weekly potential mail-
$6.75-$13.80/hr. Call Laurie 
at
 
ing our circulars. Free informa-
354-8700x224.
 If you
 have 
tion. Call 
203-683-0258.  
skills in 
sports,
 arts,  and group 
games and 
like working with BARTENDER Trainees Needed 
children,
 we need you. 
$250/day potential Local positions. 
1-800-293-3985 ext 559. 
Roberto 
Suro, director 
of the Pew 
Hispanic 
Center, a 
research group.
 
"But it 
doesn't  automatically
 translate 
into 
any tangible 
benefits for 
Latinos. 
Due to 
high
 birth and immigration 
rates, the 
Hispanic  population more 
than doubled 
during  the 1990s, the 
2000 census 
found.
 Many new arrivals 
were drawn by 
the booming U.S. 
i 
economy and 
settled  in areas n the 
South and Midwest
 that previously 
attracted few Latinos. 
Democrats and Republicans, aware 
of the surge, have placed increased 
emphasis on attracting Hispanic vot-
ers. 
Last year, the two top Democratic 
candidates for governor of Texas 
debated in Spanish. Also last year, the 
Republican National Committee 
began sending representatives
 to citi-
zenship ceremonies
 to register 
Hispanic immigrants. 
 
Cecilia Munoz, vice president at the 
National Council of La Raza, a 
Hispanic advocacy group, said politi-
cians must do more than ask for sup-
port. 
"The question is what they intend to 
do with that," she said. "Are they just 
going to offer platitudes in Spanish, or 
offer real pubhc policy suggestions?" 
Whites remain the largest single 
population group, numbering 199.3 
million in July 2001, or nearly 70 per-
cent of all U.S. residents, according to 
the Census Bureau. 
HiTanics comprise 13 percent of 
the U.S. _population, which_grew to 
284.8 million in July 2001. That's up 
from 35.3 million, or 12.5 percent of 
the country's 281.4 million residents 
in April 2000. 
Blacks make up 12.7 percent of the
 
population, up from 12.6 percent in 
April 2000. Asians are the next -largest 
minority group, at about 12.1 million, 
LEDS
 
WANTED 
SHARED
 
HOUSING
 
APPLICANTS WANTED to 
study PartIV of the Urantia 
BOok. Earn $25,000. For details 
visit www.eventodaward.com 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
LOVING COUPLE NEED EGG 
DONOR. 18-30 
yrs.
 <120Ibs, 
>54", fair, Sri Lankan, Indian, 
or Mecliteranean,  
student/grad 
in Science/Eng. Contact 
dranaw1@att.net with photo. 
GREEKS  
START 
your own
 
FRATERNITY 
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men 
to start a new Chapter. If you 
are interested in academic 
success, a chance to network & 
an opportunity to make friends 
in a non -pledging 
Brotherhood,  
email: zbt@zbtnationalorg
 or 
call 800-431-9674. 
WORD 
PROCESSING
  
PROFESSIONAL  
WORD 
PROCESSING  
Have your 
theses, term .papers. 
group
 projects, etc. profession-
ally 
typed. APA a specialty. 
Experienced
 & dependable. 
Almaden/Branham
 area. Call 
Linda 
for  an appointment at 
(408)  264-4504.
 
COMFORTABLE, PLEASANT 
ROOM, adjacent bath, in family 
home. 
Phone line in, high 
speed computer 
hook-up.  Kit, 
WO, etc. Quiet study environ-
ment, garden, pool. N/S,
 N/D. 
Serious student. 15 
minutes  to 
campus. $400/mo. 
(408) 35E-
9635
 
RENTAL HOUSING  
"'FREE/FIRST MONTH RENT"' 
Extra large, newly remodeled:
 
2 bdm1/1 bath & 2 bdrm/2 full bath 
apts. $1099/month and up. Also 
3 bdrm/2
 bath apt. 
$1199 & up 
WIII work with you on deposit. 
2 blocks from
 SJSU. Water/Trash
 
paid. Parking avail. Washer/ Drier 
On site. Cats OK. Well 
managed
 
student bldg. 408-378-1409.
 
LIVE 1 BLOCK from CAMPUS 
Lrg  2b/1.5b on 9th. Quiet 
$1100. 
Newly  remodeled 408-309-9554 
HEALTH  & 
BEAUTY
 
PREGNANT? Need help? Call 
BIRTHRIGHT, 408-2418444 or 
800-550-4900
 Free/Confidential 
FOR SALE 
GOT JUNK? 
Sell it in the 
Spartan 
Daily 
Classifieds
 
SERVICES
 
PROFESSIONAL EDITING 
For your term paper or 
thesis. 
Experienced, 
efficient, reliably 
exacting. I will 
meet  your dead-
line. Call 
Grace  831-475-2796 
or evagraceqaol.com.
 
PROFESSIONAL
 
WORD PROCESSING 
Have your theses, term 
papers,  
group projects, 
etc.
 profession-
ally typed. APA
 a specialty. 
Experienced & 
dependable. 
Almaden/Branham area.
 Call 
Linda for an 
appointment
 at 
1408) 264-4504
 
LOST&FOUND
 
LOST & FOUND ADS are 
offered FREE as a SERVICE 
to the campus 
community
 
Certain advertisements in 
these columns
 may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or addresses for 
additional 
information.
 
Classified readers should be 
reminded that, when making
 
these further contacts, they 
should require complete 
Information
 before sending 
money for goods or services 
In addition,  readers should 
carefully investigate all firms 
offering 
employment  listings 
or 
coupons
 for discount 
vacations or merchandise. 
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES OR V N - 
NATIONAL
 / 
AGENCY
 RATES CALL 408-924-3277
 
Print 
ours aces includin 573 :Muni & s aces 
between 
words.
JULIQUIJUJULJULIJUULICIJLIJULL111:11JUJDUID
 
JULILILILILILILILIULILKICILILICIUJLILILILIJUJCIULI
 
Ad Rates:
 3 -line
 minimum 
One Two Three Four Five 
Day Days Days Days Days 
'3 lines 
$5 $7 
$9 $11 $13 
Rate 
increases
 $2 
for 
each additional line 
per ad. 
Rate  increases $2 for each additional
 day. 
FeEril.rEffCv 
DISCOOrs:
 
20 consecutive
 issues 
receive
 10% off 
40 . 
consecutive
 issues receive 
20% off 
50 r consecutive 
issues receive 25% 
off 
Local rates apply to Santa 
Clare County advertisers 
and SJSU 
students,
 staff C 
faculty.
 
first line in bold for no 
extra  charge up to 25 spaces 
Additional
 words may be 
set in 
bold type
 at a per 
ad 
charge of 
$3 per word
 
Namn 
Cory
 
5 State 
Iv 
cod,  
Phone  
Send check or money order
 to: (No 
Credit  Cards 
Accepted)  
Spartan  Daily Classifieds 
San Jose State University 
San Jose, 
CA 95192-0149 
II Classified  
desk is located in Dwight
 
Bentel
 Hall.  Room 
209 
 Deadline
 
10.00
 a m two
 weekdays 
before  
publication 
III All ads
 are 
prepaid
 
U No refunds 
on 
canceled  ads. 
 Rates for
 consecutive publication
 dates 
only  
 QUESTIONS? CALL
 (405) 924-3277 
SJSU 
STUDENT  RATE: 25% OFF Rate applies to private party ads only. no 
discount  for other persons or businesses 
Ads 
must  be 
placed in person in 
DBH 209 
from 10am 
to 3pm 
STUDENT  
ID 
REQUIRED.  
 
Lost & 
Found
 ads are offered free as 
a 
service
 to the 
campus 
community
 
Please 
check  
one
 classification:
 
Lost
 and Found' 
Rental
 Housing 
Announcements
 Shared
 
Housing  
Campus Clubs Real Estate 
Greek 
Messages 
__Services 
Events
 _Health  Beauty 
Volunteers 
SponsiThnlls
 
For
 Sale 
Insurance
 
Electronics
 
_Entertainment  
Wanted 
Travel
 
Employment  
_Tutoring  
Opportunities  _ 
Word  
Processing  
or 4 percent ut U.S.
 
residents. 
Demographers have long forecast 
that Hispanics would surpass blacks 
because their birth and immigration 
rates are higher. Still, tabulating the 
population data by race and ethnicity 
is something of an inexact science 
because of the way the government 
categorizes people. 
The process became even more con-
fusing in 2000 afte the Census Bureau 
allowed 
people to identify themselves 
by more than one race. 
Hispanic refers to ethnicity rather 
than race, according 
to
 the govern-
ment. The census form 
asks
 people to 
identify themselves by race and to say 
whether they arc Hispanic or non -
Hispanic. 
About 
1.1 million people in July 
2001 were identified by the govern-
ment as black and Hispanic, while 
34.5 million said they were
 white and 
Hispanic. 
PHN: 08424 -
FA X: 408-924-3282
 
classified@jmc.sjsu.edu
 
TODAY'S
 
CROSSWORD  PUZZLE 
ACROSS
 
PREVIOUS
 PUZZLE SOLVED 
1 Type 
of
 bear 
6 Slightly open 
10 Murray or 
Rice  
14Fwerrinyietter 111001110 BOO DIAMOO 
15 Additional 
12111ZICIL7 1:100 151110BEI 
16 Mover and 
shaker 
17 Whiz 
18 Chest muscles 
19 Wiener schnitzel 
base 
20 
Munificent  
22 Stitch loosely 
23 Levee
 
24 
Pizazz  
26 
False 
front 
29 Inarguable fact 
33 Grounded birds 
34 
Question  
36 One. in Munich 
IALHANIALEBEIG3  
COO 
1:113@la 
opporm 
onunno 
IIIIEIIIIII 
Elt21171;ICIPIEI 
OCIIII4E1 
ugiung 
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101110111
 
MOGI 
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@Gina 
moginueurzim 
agla 
OLJIlallfil 
UllialilEa 
CdUlli10121 
cum 
cmioradoo
 
WIEIAPI 
1311101112821 
1111111313U113 
lallIZEI  
wimp  
OUEMA 
37 Marshal's problem lifflilillin EMI Ningligal 
38 Cortes  quest 
2 303 2003 unled Feature Syndicate Iry 
39 Actress
 - Dawn 
Chong 4 Schedules 35 Exclaimed over 
40 Eurasian range 5 Like old butter 41 Sweepstake 
42 Tobacco
 plugs 6 
Plenty  42 TV news 
44 Patio cousin 7 Young kangaroo source 
45 
Famous 8 Part of a circle 43 "- a Lady" 
47 Raises
 aloft 
9 Thing,  in 
law (Tom 
Jones 
49 Water the 10 Go forward song) 
houseplants 11 Thumbs -down 
44 Far 
50 
Minus  
votes 46
 Unsaid
 
of the 
51 Shakes
 up 
12 Undiluted
 
NBA 
54 
Calling on 13 Paul Drakes 48 Isis' beloved 
58 Touche provoker 
creator 
50 
Fresh 
59 Off -road vehicle 
21 - out (made 
Si
 "Star Wars" 
61 Music source 
do
 with) 
knight
 
62 Shy creature 22 Forbid 52 Fuel org 
63 
Org  for over -50's 24 Jostle 53 Mild 
onion 
64 Awkward
 25 
Illuminated 
54 
Dancer  
65 Gummy 26 Thigh bone 
- -Ellen
 
66 Laugh loudly
 27 Luigi 's romance 55 Inkling 
67 
Secret  supply 28 From Havana 56 Bites 
29 Smoked as 57 Barbarian 
DOWN
 
ham 59 Poke 
1 
Splendor 30 Adds to staff 60 Flair
 for
 music 
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3 Make laws 
3 Clothier - Strauss 
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PRICEWATERHOUSLCCOPER5
 
VOTED '1 IDEAL 
EMPLOYER  BY BUSINESS
 
STUDENTS,
 
UNIVERSUM UNDERGRADUATE STUDY. 
2002
 
xTAX 2002 
Last fall, 700 students from 
21 colleges and universities were given a difficult task: create a tax 
strategy that promotes 
economic  growth for a nation. Their ideas were 
evaluated
 by a 
panel of PricewaterhouseCoopers
 professionals,
 who
 named the top teams at 
21
 campuses. 
Join us in congratulating all the students 
who participated and the top team from 
San Jose State 
University:  
Brian Chavez 
Betty Chen 
Arthur Moye Ill 
Tiffany Tilghman
 
Rachel 
Windsor  
Thomas Moschetti,
 Jr., Faculty Advisor 
